NAME: Arthur Charles Towsey
aka Arthur Van Towsey (from 1945)
BIRTH DETAILS: 13 January 1913 Hamilton NZ
DEATH DETAILS: 12 February 1985 Auckland NZ
CHART REF: Towsey Chart A1
MARRIAGE DETAILS: 1st M: mid 1935 Auckland
SPOUSE: Marie Aline Pageau (divorced 1946)
MARRIAGE DETAILS: 2nd M: 17 October 1947 Melbourne
SPOUSE: Peggy Evelyn Knibb
MARRIAGE DETAILS: 3rd M: 19 October 1979 Sydney
SPOUSE: Sylvia Dorothy Smith

PART 3 OF 5
Back in Egypt
th

It is surprising to see, in the photo from 29 June, that
Arthur is already up and in uniform, just five weeks after being
shot. You could say that he is looking a bit stooped, but this
was his natural posture. As a soldier though, he would have
been standing erect, like Bill and Ian, if he was not in some
discomfort.
One of the talents that Arthur learnt whilst a patient,
was embroidery. It might sound bizarre, but it was apparently
considered therapeutic. Arthur told me with amused pride of
how he had developed his petit-point skills on a Donald Duck
picture supplied by the Salvation Army.

Because of all the work that “The Salvos” did for the
soldiers during the war, Arthur always had a great affection for
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them.
Arthur was posted to a couple of different military
hospital in Egypt, awaiting a hospital ship for evacuation back to
New Zealand.
st
He finally boarded the ship on 1 September, 1941.
In the photo that he took on the deck, the woman on the
left is probably a Captain in the Salvation Army. She would have
been in charge of looking after the patients’ recreations,
including, as I mentioned, embroidering Walt Disney characters.
The patches on the lapels of the nurse, indicate that she
was the matron, in charge of all the nurses on the ship. (Matrons
were always a fearsome force, but Arthur, with his usual charms,
has managed to get her to smile).
The elegant woman in the middle, is obviously a society
lady, most likely an official of the Red Cross and looks very like
Edwina Mountbatten, wife of Lord Louis Mountbatten. We know

that Edwina was very active in organizing charity
things during the war, so it could be her.
The ship took exactly one month to reach
nd
Wellington, where Arthur disembarked on 2
st
October. He was discharged from the army on 1
November, 1941.

Arthur Heads Back to London
Nine months after his discharge, Arthur had had enough of life back
in New Zealand.
Other than recovering from his war wound, we do not know what he
was doing during that time, but in August 1942, he applied for a passport
and signed on as a purser on the MV Waipawa, bound for England.
Despite having been out of the army for nine months, we see that
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Arthur’s hair is still cut in the army style. By contrast, we see that his collar and tie are not arranged quite as neatly as we
might expect if one was still entirely under the influence of military conditioning.
When Arthur had been evacuated from Suez in 1941, the hospital ship would most likely have steered a course
that skirted around the bottom of India, then headed straight for the south-western corner of Australia and from there,
through the Southern Ocean to New Zealand.
With the entry of Japan into the war at the end of 1941, shipping tended to keep further to the south, in the Indian
and Pacific Oceans, to avoid possible contact with the Japanese.
It was also usual at that time for ships from New Zealand to Britain, to travel either via the Panama Canal or
around Cape Horn.
To cross the Atlantic, they would either take the relatively safe, unescorted route directly over to the north-west
coast of Africa, to perhaps join a north-bound convoy from there, or skirt the American Atlantic coast to New York, then
travel in convoy from there to Britain.
Because the Waipawa was a passenger as well as a cargo ship, it could have been carrying either NZ soldiers or
primary produce to Britain.
st
The Waipawa sailed out of Wellington on 31 August, arriving at the Pacific Ocean end of the Panama Canal,
th
seventeen days later. Going through the canal took two or three days. They then arrived in Liverpool on 7 October,
th
where they stayed until the 29 , undergoing repairs.
rd
Two weeks later, they were back in port at the Atlantic end of the Panama Canal, then reaching Wellington by 3
December.
They spent that month loading in Christchurch and Dunedin, before spending New Year in Auckland, before
th
th
sailing again from Wellington on 6 January, 1943, getting back to the Panama Canal on the 24 , then setting off into the
Atlantic Ocean three days later, reaching Belfast two weeks after that. From there it was a one day sail down to
th
Avonmouth, at the top of the Bristol Channel, on 11
February.
The Waipawa stayed there for a couple of weeks
before heading back up to Liverpool for another couple of
weeks.
You will notice in the report of the party broadcast by
the BBC, that the fact that Arthur is in civilian clothing is
mentioned, along with the justification thereof. It would
simply not have been acceptable to have an ordinary civilian
up there, unless they had a very good excuse.
The May date on the report, is that on which it
appeared in a New Zealand newspaper. The party itself
would have been held in February or March.
The reason for that combined concert, of
performances by both American and British servicemen, was
that with the arrival of so many GIs in Britain, preparing for
the D Day assault of 1944, there was a certain amount of
resentment, particularly amongst the British soldiers, that the
Americans, with their much larger pay packets, their access
to luxury goods and their swaggering polite manners, were
winning the hearts of the local girls.
The British certainly appreciated the American
presence in their time of need, but they did say that there
were three problems with the American soldiers; that they
were “over-sexed, over-paid and over here”.
Arthur was back aboard the Waipawa when it
headed out from the Clyde docks in the middle of March,
th
1943 for a rendezvous with another twenty four ships on 16
March.
The pattern that had been established for convoys,
was to form the ships into a large box pattern, four, or
perhaps three abreast, then line astern; in straight lines. On
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this occasion, the lines were seven ships long, by four wide, with a hole in the pattern here and there. The naval escorts
might fit into the grid but would usually sail alongside and perhaps to fore and aft.
Despite the proven safety of this convoy system, they did suffer from being restricted to the speed of the slowest
vessel, making the journey time a lot longer than it would otherwise have been for most of the ships on their own. The
North Atlantic liners, such as Queen Mary, could even outrun any German vessel that might try to intercept them.
Being in a large convoy, would still not remove from the mind of anyone aboard, the constant worry that the
enemy was out there, somewhere, hidden, waiting. They could be on any side or even beneath you.
When they sailed from off the coast of Scotland, they were escorted by seven Royal Navy Destroyers, until they
reached a latitude adjacent to Gibraltar, five days later, at which point ten of the ships, with many of the Destroyers,
turned left and went into the Mediterranean for the short route to North Africa.
Because there was still fighting in North Africa and the Mediterranean was not under Allied control, it was
considered unsafe to risk carrying troops by that direct route, so the rest of the convoy, including the Waipawa, headed
south, accompanied by four Destroyers.
th
They reached Freetown, Sierra Leone, on 27 March, where it was necessary to take on water and, for the ships
powered by steam rather than oil, coal.
Freetown was not really equipped to deal with such a large scale resupply, but it was at about the limit of the
range of the steam ships and, with so many men aboard the convoy, the limits of their water supplies.
It was, ironically, also at the range limit of some of the grandest liners, designed for the high speed Atlantic
crossing between Europe and New York. They may have been big and fast, but did not require large fuel capacity for their
normal routes.
With everything having to be brought out from Freetown to the anchored vessels, the resupply took three days.
Over all, the large scale troop convoys were remarkably free from casualties. They were rarely even harassment
by German submarines. This would have been because with so many fast moving naval escorts, any submarine
launching an attack would have had trouble escaping.
Unlike modern submarines, those of the Second World War proceeded quite slowly whilst submerged and would,
whenever it was safe, move about on the surface, particularly at night.
Arthur did tell me though, about an incident that must have happened either during the first phase of that voyage,
or during the earlier crossing of the Atlantic.
As they were chugging along in the back row of the convoy, one of the Destroyers suddenly veered out of
position and started racing back and forth, like a cat after a mouse, not too far astern of the Waipawa.
After some time it launched depth charges, resulting in a great explosion. To everyone’s surprise, a German
submarine in its death-throws, dramatically broke the surface. The depth charge must have exploded close enough to
rupture the hull, at which point the captain would have quickly blown the ballast tanks (using compressed air), in a
desperate attempt to surface. This manoeuvre usually sees a submarine break the surface like a cork, but on that
occasion, with water rushing in through the hull, no sooner had it tasted fresh air, than it sank back below the waves; a
ready-made steel coffin, dropping rapidly to its permanent resting place in the silent darkness at the bottom of the ocean.
A great cheer went around the ship before the Captain came on the loudspeaker; “We will have silence. Fifty
brave sailors just died.”
It took eleven days to sail from Freetown to Cape Town, but only about half of the convoy stopped there. Because
of the limited facilities, the rest went around and stopped at Durban.
The Waipawa was one of the ships stopping at Cape Town; a town with which Arthur must have become quite
familiar by then.
Some of the ships which had travelled down the Atlantic, would have then headed off unaccompanied through the
safe southern latitudes of the Indian Ocean to Australia and New Zealand.
After four days, the ships departed Cape Town and formed a new convoy of fourteen ships off Durban, escorted
by two destroyers, a cruiser and two merchant cruisers.
This convoy travelled north, dispersing off the coast of Aden two weeks later. The Waipawa, and presumably
most of the others, then sailed up the comparatively safe Red Sea to Suez. The Waipawa went through the Suez Canal
th
and docked in Alexandria on 8 May, 1943.
This was five days before the final defeat of the Axis forces in North Africa. Although most of the German and
Italian soldiers escaped back across the Mediterranean, 275,000 were taken prisoner.
This was the turning point of the war in Western Europe, and the Allied invasion of Sicily followed soon
afterwards, in July 1943.
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Although the start of the Italian campaign saw the Mediterranean being gradually cleared of enemy threats, at
that time there was still a great deal of danger to Allied resupply convoys, particularly from German aircraft flying out of
Italy, some of which used air-launched torpedoes against the Allied vessels.
At the time that Arthur visited Alexandria, in May 1943, his brother, Flight Lieutenant C P Towsey, was also based
in Egypt, as was their cousin, Pat Cooper, who was with the New Zealand Artillery.
Whether or not Arthur was able to meet up with his brother and cousin on that occasion, I do not know, but I get
the impression that he did not, though Pat Cooper and Pat Towsey did meet up in Egypt.
My guess is that having failed to meet up with his brother in May, Arthur probably sent him a message, before
sailing, saying that he expected to be back again in about August or September. This would account for Pat Towsey
rd
saying, in a letter to his mother, dated 3 September, that he believed Arthur to probably be in the area.
rd
The Waipawa, with Arthur aboard, sailed directly from Alexandria to Sydney, arriving there on 23 June. After a
few days, they sailed north to several ports along the Queensland coast, loading supplies of food for the troops in Africa,
who were preparing for the invasion of Sicily.
The Waipawa returned to Sydney at the start of August, ready to sail straight back to Egypt.
By then the Allied soldiers had landed in Sicily, so it was decided that the Waipawa should continue on from the
relative safety of Alexandria, through the still dangerous Mediterranean to Malta, where they would deliver the food that
they had collected in Queensland, to the Maltese people and to the troops who were by then pushing the Germans out of
Sicily.
From there, the Waipawa was scheduled to continue across the Mediterranean to Gibraltar, before sailing out into
the Atlantic.
Arthur knew the course on which they were about to embark and as the Waipawa was being guided out of
Sydney Harbour, he was suddenly overwhelmed by a severe panic attack.
He became convinced that the ship would be sunk.
After the Greece and Crete campaign, and after living through a number of voyages with the ever-present threat
of a sudden watery grave, it is obvious that the thought of heading back into that part of the Mediterranean where he had
recently come so close to death from airborne German soldiers, triggered his sudden breakdown.
The attack was obviously so severe, that Arthur was taken off on the pilot’s boat, after the pilot had finished
guiding the ship out of Sydney Harbour.
The Waipawa did in fact complete its voyage safely, then sailed from Gibraltar down to Argentina to presumably
collect a cargo of meat, which was taken back to Malta, before they sailed back down the Suez Canal, to Australia, before
once more heading back to Britain, via
the Panama Canal.
The Waipawa continued to sail
back and forth with supplies for the war
effort, being finally released from military
service in 1946.
The next we hear of Arthur, is
that he has arrived back in New Zealand,
from Sydney, “a short time ago”, to visit
his mother, in September 1943.
Arthur stayed in Auckland for
three months.
Just after Christmas, he signed
on as Assistant Steward with another
New Zealand registered ship; the MV
Coptic, with which he travelled over to
the Panama Canal, arriving in New York
th
on 18 January, 1944, then from there
by convoy across to Liverpool.
Unlike soldiers, who simply had
their identity cards, merchant seamen did
have passports, but because their
movements were all a part of the official
government war effort, they did not
require visas, entry or exit stamps or
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rationing registration in the ports that they visited.
An exception in Arthur’s case, was an entry stamp at
Alexandria in May, 1943. Sometimes immigration officials just get
stamp-happy, by force of habit.
Arthur’s plan was not to again become a merchant seaman,
but getting back to London otherwise would have been very difficult.
It is worth remembering that during the war years, people
did not travel abroad without a good reason and there was no such
thing as visa-free travel, except between Australia and New
Zealand.

Arthur Goes Back to London, Again
Arthur’s time as a merchant seaman came to an end in
February, 1944; a time by which there was no longer any doubt
about an Allied victory; the question then being how soon it would all
be over. The broadly accepted answer was that the Allies would be
in Berlin within a couple of months. It in fact took eleven months.
It was at this time that Arthur started working with the
British Council, in a role that was in some respects similar to that of
his grandfather, Arthur John Towsey, eight decades earlier.
The British Council was set up in 1934 for the purpose of
spreading English language, culture and values around the world. The initial reason for its establishment was to counter
widespread propaganda campaigns by the Nazi and Italian Fascist regimes, particularly in southern Europe.
The efforts of the British Council were far more subtle than those of the Nazis and Fascists. Rather than
hammering away at political propaganda, they simply presented an image of the British way of life, with its intellectual and
artistic freedom and with its long history of parliamentary democracy.
The focus of British Council efforts changed from year to year, depending partly upon changing political tides and
on where it was deemed that Britain had a chance of making an impact. Offices in Eastern European countries that were
being pulled into the Soviet block, did not last very long after the end of the war.
Arthur would be working on projects in New Zealand and Australia, much of which was to do with producing and
staging plays and concerts.
Dan O’Connor, his father’s much younger cousin, who had built a successful career as a theatrical entrepreneur,
might have had a hand in arranging Arthur’s position at the British Council, through his contacts. They certainly worked
together, several years later, in bringing a theatre company to Australia.
If one were cynical enough to look for a political motive in this British desire to entertain the colonials with high
culture, an incident in 1942 would provide a logical rationale for the cultural mission of which Arthur Towsey was to be a
part.
Before Japan entered the war, Australia had two army divisions over in Europe. When it looked like Australia
might be invaded, the Australian Labor Party (and not at all Anglophile) Prime Minister, John Curtin, told Churchill that he
would need his soldiers back home to defend Australia. Churchill’s response was that they were needed elsewhere and,
although I do not know if it was explicitly stated, the implication was that the war would have to be won in Europe first and
then, if Australia had been taken by the Japanese, the focus would shift to winning the Asian war.
The compromise reached, was that Australia withdrew one of its two divisions from Europe, whilst Curtin turned
to America for help. The American Pacific war commander, General Macarthur, who had recently been pushed out of The
Philippines by the invading Japanese, consequently set up his headquarters in Australia and took command of the
defence of Australia and New Zealand.
It is perhaps ironic, that the troops that Curtin pulled back from Europe, and other Divisions raised, were largely
sidelined in the Pacific war.
Certainly Australians fought tough battles in New Guinea, but when it came time to push ahead towards Japan,
the Australian soldiers were left behind, performing the probably unnecessary task of clearing the Japanese out of New
Guinea and Borneo.
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Although in the 1940s, there was no question in the
minds of most Antipodeans, that they were essentially British,
it was probably calculated that efforts should be made to fan
the slightly fading embers of this British sentiment.
th
On 24 November, 1944, Arthur set sail from
Liverpool, aboard the S.S. Ruahine on a trip back to Australia,
on behalf of The British Council, stopping firstly in New York,
from where he planned to make his way to Canada, to visit
his sons.
As I mentioned, because he was now a civilian, he
needed all sorts of visas and permissions to make this, or any
journey during war-time. These were readily obtained
because he was now working for the British Government.
Speaking of Antipodean identification with Britain; at
that time, New Zealand and Australian passports were in fact
British passports, for British Subjects. It was not until 1949
that Australians and New Zealanders became citizens of their
own countries, rather than British subjects living in Australia
or New Zealand. Canada made the same transition in 1947.
You will notice on the American identity card, that
Arthur’s citizenship is shown as British, not New Zealander.
We get an idea of the controls that were placed on
civilian travel during the war, by the stamps in Arthur’s
passport.
th
On 8 November, 1944; a stamp from the Foreign
Office, validating the passport for Canada, USA, Panama
Canal Zone & British Empire. On the same day, an Exit Permit
th
valid until 8 February, 1945 to NZ and Australia via USA. The
following day, another stamp from the Foreign Office. Then,
th
on 18 November, another Foreign Office stamp, amending
occupation from purser to British Council Regional Officer.
Three days later he got a USA visa stamp,
th
Arthur arrived in New York on 10 December, 1944.
The sixteen days that it took to cross the North Atlantic,
indicates that the S.S. Ruahine was part of another slow
convoy.
On the identity card issued upon arrival in New York, it
states that Arthur’s occupation is Norton, Lilly & Co.
This is a shipping agency and may well have had
something to do with either the company arranging Arthur’s
travel, or perhaps it had something to do with his previous
employment as a purser.
As I understand it, Arthur’s intention was to go and
see his children in Canada, but as Aline had told everyone in
her small home town that her husband had been killed in the
war, his sudden appearance would be an embarrassment, to
say the least. She therefore somehow arranged for the
Canadian authorities to prevent him from crossing the border
from the US.
I am not sure if he actually tried, but I think that he
might have found out before leaving New York and not tried to
get into Canada.
st
To our 21 Century way of thinking, Aline’s actions
may seem inexcusable, but within a small, Catholic, rural
community in the 1940s, having to explain that your marriage
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had failed so quickly, would have been quite disgraceful. We also do not know the details of the troubles between Arthur
and Aline that caused her to opt for a complete break with her children’s father.
th
Arthur arrived in Wellington on 14 January, 1945 and then flew from Auckland to Sydney twelve days later.
The person in charge of this mission to Australia and New Zealand, was Sir Angus Gillan, a sixty year-old career
diplomat who had rowed for Oxford and won a gold medal at the 1908 Olympics. He had then spent thirty years in the
Sudan Political Service.
Arthur’s job was to do much of the leg work of arranging contacts and meetings. Being a local, it was also
considered that he might be better suited to dealing with certain persons who might not be so well disposed towards what
some Australians might consider an English toff.
It is very likely that one of Arthur's first contacts would have been Colin Scrimgeour, a Towsey family friend from
New Zealand, through whom Arthur would then have met Sir Benjamin Fuller, with whom he became friends and had
dealings over the coming years. More on that later.
When Gillan arrived in Melbourne, he was suffering from pneumonia, so had to take some time off to recover.
A few passages from a letter that Gillan sent back to a friend at the British Council in London:
The PM referred to here is John Curtin, who was confined to his bed within weeks and died from heart disease
just three months after this meeting.

One of the press barons to whom Gillan is referring, was Sir Keith Murdoch; father of Rupert Murdoch.

The above reference to Arthur is not just an accurate description of his personality, but also reminds us that in
1945, the British Civil Service, particularly people such as the officers of the British High Commission, to whom Gillan
refers, were still very much products of a rigid class structure, where everybody “knew their place”, where the school and
university to which you went counted for more than your innate abilities, and where the Middle Class spoke with crisp,
sharp accents that could be used to cut glass and which, a half century later, are only ever found in comedy sketches.
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At this time also, anyone from the colonies, no matter how talented, was definitely looked down upon by the
English gentry, looking down their upturned noses, past
their weak, receding chins.
This note, to Jack Hetherington, is a good example
of a different “old boys” network; those who served in the
war. I remember well into the 1950s, or even 1960s, where
somebody’s war service would be used either as proof of
their good character, or as an introduction.
Jack Hetherington may well have been a relative of
Captain O. S. Hetherington, who was Medical Officer of 21
Battalion.
I do not know who John Watson might have been,
but most likely someone in the media or some government
department.
th
Arthur was back in Australia on VE Day; 8 May,
1945. The day that Germany surrendered. It would be
several months more before the Japanese were finally
defeated.

Whether or not it was intentional, the
headline below, about 'Help If We Ask For It,' could
be seen as an ironic comment on the fact that when
Australia and New Zealand asked for help, three years earlier, for defence against a likely Japanese invasion, that help
was not forthcoming.
After the meeting with the Australian Prime Minister, Ben Chifley, Arthur left Sir Angus in Canberra and sailed to
th
London, after a brief stop in Auckland, arriving in Britain, aboard the MV Empire Grace, on 5 July, 1945.
After returning to London, Arthur was living in a large house at 14 Belsize Park Gardens, NW3. This was probably
a boarding house or bedsit.
We see that Arthur continued to work with the British Council after his return to London.
Whether or not they intended that he should be posted in Australia or New Zealand, I do not know, but I suspect
that considering the conservative, very English nature of such an organization, it might well be considered that Arthur was
a bit too much of a rough diamond to be entrusted with such a key role as a representative of the finest of British culture,
despite his obvious geniality and natural ability to get along with the locals.
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Sir Angus Gillan
was certainly fulsome in his
praise of Arthur’s abilities
and might, if it was his
decision, have given Arthur
such a job, but although
Gillan may have been an
entrenched member of the
establishment, he was also
a Scot, meaning that he
would always have felt from
his peers, a slight disdain
for the fact that he was not
English.
It might also be,
that Arthur was only ever
hired for that specific
mission with Gillan.
As the war came to
an end, the leadership of
Britain,
despite
the
hardships that the country
had endured, was still

essentially the same old group of class-conscious conservatives
who had been running things since the glory days of the empire.
Because of the war, there had not been a proper
th
election since 1935, so with peace settling over the land, a general election was hastily called for 5 July; the day that
Arthur sailed back into Liverpool. To the surprise of many, Churchill, who had so boldly led the country through its
troubles, was defeated in a landslide victory for the Labour Party, led by the completely uncharismatic Clement Attlee.
What the people had voted for, was a complete change in direction for the country, with a better deal for the
masses who had endured not just the privations of war, but the Great Depression before that.
But in 1945, the country was still broke and in the months and years that followed, the rationing with which the
people had lived during the war, actually got worse.
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